THE ART OF FORECASTING:
FROM ANCIENT TO MODERN TIMES

Donald N. McCloskey

people he is not adjudged any scholar at all, unless he can tell
men’s horoscopes, cast out devils, or hath some skills in soothsaying”
(Thomas 1971, p. 227). The press and public nowadays treat the
economist as a soothsayer (if a dubious one), to the point of thinking
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pharaoh before a sea battle sinking toy models of enemy ships in
his bathtub. Real magic, as distinct from parlor tricks, depends cotnmonly on such a mnetouytny, taking a thing associated with X as being
X. It re-presents what the magician wishes to happen. The pharaoh
retrunds one of economic advisers representing an economy with a
model th en sin Id~ r the deficit in the h~ tht b.
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have been observed and recorded, forecast the future while under
the influence of mental excitement.” Dreams, drug-induced trances,
calling spirits fromn the vasty deep (necromancy), and the like had,
oddly, greater prestige and plausibility in the ancient world than
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begrudge us oracles from birds,f or any other way ofprophecy/ within
your skill; save yourself and the city,/ save me” (Sophocles, Oedipus
the King, 1, 310ff~.

Ancient and Modern Skepticism

~uii~iris cute., i, xii, zo~ argues tntis, periectiy cogentiy:
Mere
accidents,’ you say. Now, really, is that so? Can anything be an

‘accident’ which hears on itself every mark of truth? Four dice are
east and a Venus throw [fbur different numbers] results——that is
chalice; but do you think it would be chance, too, if in one hundred
casts you made one hundred Venus throws ?‘‘ One is reminded of
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It follows that he is not so smart. The same holds for all diviners,
macroeconomists, astrologers, urban economists, and technical
elves.
The argument applies only to profitable forecasts. A forecast of
quantities is normally not profitable, An agricultural economist who
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IL miiay DC ODjCUtUU that pmohluhlaKmlhg is coiiipiica~eu, amlu ulat pro—
fessors of economics are elaborately trained experts in the complexities. Therefore, the profit is not available to just anyone, only to
them. ‘hue wizards earn merely what they are worth, the normal

return on years of studying wizardry. This objection, too, has little
to commend it. The wizards are telling us about the future price of
~
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tning so absomutemy common as want or sense~
It may be objected that, after all, a great deal of money is made
in the stock market. So also is money made at the track in Miami.
Grandfather Stueland was offered Radio Corporation of America
stock in the early 1920s, and regretted later that he had invested in
Stueland Electric instead. Some people did buy RCA: They must
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nest-Known eounter-exatnpie among economists is sam to oe

the late Otto Eckstein, a superb economist who had much natural,

god-inspired sense and who extended the large-scale econometric
model into commercial use. lie built Data Resources into a company
with revenues of $84 million in 1984. But Data Resources did not
use its own fbrccasts of ~niees and interest rates to speculate. It

not so smart. Weather Ioreeasters and price loreeasters could both
earn a lot of money on a good forecast if they could keep it secret.
A study by Victor Zarnowitz and Geoffrey Moore (1982) showed that
leading indicators, invented by Moore, can indeed forecast business

cycle peaks—but with leads, alas, ranging from ito 19 months~.”i’he
economists are generally right in their predictions,” Sidney Webb

in their hearts they know they are wrong.
The argument recommends intellectual modesty in the economic

rorecastet’, if he does not want people to laugh on meeting him.
llimbris will need divine protection. Xenophon (Mern., I, 1, 7)
reported Socrates saying:
Those who intend to manage [oikesein, from which “economics”]

knew the solution, then so would the players, which would make
the solution valueless. The Turing machine that could forecast the
next move of a competitor would sell for a lot of money. If Turing
machines are cheap, no one can get rich by using them to outsmart
others.
In the opening lines of Faust, before the Doctor has turned in

ing and the prolitable art ol three-star cookery. In the peculiar little
dialogue, the Ion, Plato/Socrates lampoons Ion the performing artist
who imagines he knows something. It is significant that to mock
I oii’s claim to knowledge Socrates uses the example of divining.
Allan Bloom (1970, p. 57) once retnarked of the passage:
If divining is to be considered an art, it is-strange in that it must
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the past. These produce wisdom, which permits broad, conditional
“forecasts.” Some are obvious; some require an economist; but none
is a machine for achieving fame or riches.
The argument is merely that at the margin (where supernormal

profits and reputations for genius are being made) the observer’s
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companies serving business clients, sells a consultation for FFr35O
($70). According to a survey by IIEC, a French business school, onetenth of French businesses use the service.
In other words—and this is the essential point—magic has to be
e:xpensive. The economic idea is rent seeking. Magic promises somet-k4t-.cy ~
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sidered magical (because they were excluded from religion and from
science), and there are plenty ofwomen. Keith Thomas (1971, p. 274)
speaks of the advantage that priests had over ministers in appropriating magic in the 16th and 17th centuries: “Precisely because the
Church had its own magic
it frowned on that of others
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Economics as a science is a force of acculturation. It says: You
cannot get that. The churches of the 16th and 17th centuries, Thomas
(1971, p. 278) argues, put “strong emphasis upon the virtues of hard
work and application’’ and ‘‘helped create a frame of mind which
spiirticd the cheap solutions offered by magic, riot just because they
h..i-h,,.....c,,~rb.,,,..,-,...~ fn,t,,c,,-.
AL-.,-. ,,,,,.
1-.-.

Know; wmmy wouiu tney not sommieuuies tell usr ns yutuitus says
(Div., I, xlvi, 104), “To make light of signs sent by the gods is nothing
less than to disbelieve in the existence of’the gods.”
A sense of public duty, the republican virtue, was central to the
Roman state religion. Quintus was suspicions of qui quaestus causa
hariolentur—those who for profit’s sake would prophecy. The fore~OU5
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must in order to live; hut expect little, and trust them not. The
beginning of maturity is to know that the “best-laid schemes o’ mice
and men / Gang aft a-gley.” The beginning of responsible freedom
is to know that yon expert “birkie, ca’d a lord,/ Wha struts, an’ stares,
an’ a’ that; / Tho’ hundreds worship at his word, / He’s but a coof
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THE LIMITS OF ECONOMIC FORECASTING

Michael P. Bordo
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uses it br social engineering. It the government can torecast recessions aectiratcly (i.e., know both the sources of shocks hitting the
economy and the pace and timing of their relationship to the economy), then it can prevent them by the appropriate use ofits monetary
md fiscal tools. The problem with this prescription for fine-tuning,
as Milton Friedman ([1951] 1953) pointed out, is that if the forecasts

salt—caveat emptor.
Second, economic analysis can be used to make qualitative predictions that can then help the policymaker (e.g., if you expand the
money supply, inflation will follow; i!’you freeze prices, shortages
will follow). Historical evidence can be used to back up these
predictions.

[rriedman and Lucas. You can spend billions of dollars building
elaborate econometric models of the economy that may he very useflil in aiding our understanding ofthe economy’s structure. But when
these models are used for forecasting and control purposes, the outcome can only be disastrous.

